


This workbook belongs to:

_____________________



The statements made in this workbook have not been evaluated by the 

Food and Drug Administration and represent the opinions of the author. 

The author is not a Medical Doctor and does not engage directly or 

indirectly in diagnosing disease, dispensing medical advice, or 

prescribing the use of any products or services as treatment for sickness 

or disease. This information is for educational purposes only. You should 

always cooperate with the health professional of your choice with a 

mutual goal of building good health. Please consult the physician of 

your choice before starting any self care routine, diet plan, or exercise 

program. Do not use or apply any of the information contained in this 

book if you are nursing or pregnant. Any application or use of the 

information, resources, or suggestions contained within this workbook 

are at your own risk.

Disclaimer

The Self Care Workbook is Presented by: MelJoy Creations
ALL RIGHTS RESERVED. No part of this book may be reproduced or 

transmitted in any form whatsoever, electronic, or mechanical, including 
photocopying, recording, or by any informational storage or retrieval 

system without express written, dated, and signed permission from the 
author.

Usage and Legal Notices
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About Me

My greatest accomplishment is:

My biggest disappointment is:

What I love about my life is:

What I want to change about my life is:



My personal motto is:

What I love about myself is:

What I dislike about myself is:

My biggest fear is:

About Me



My Favorite Things

Color:

Food:

Beverage:

Restaurant:

Store:

Collectible:

Scent:

Sport:

Music/Song:

Book:

Movie:

Inspirational Phrase/Quote:

My favorite way to spend time alone is:



My Support System
✓ I can turn to when I feel lonely and/or isolated.

✓ I can confide in when I need someone to just 
listen.

✓ I can get encouragement from when I am feeling 
down.

✓ I can call to remind me to practice self care.

✓ I can talk to when I am feeling overjoyed.

✓ I can connect with to brighten my day when I am 
depressed.

✓ I can depend on to uplift me when my self-
esteem is low.

✓ I can count on to motivate me when I am lacking 
confidence.

✓ I can lean on when I am feeling disrespected.

✓ I can trust to inspire me when I feel blocked.

✓ I can rely on to help me get organized when I am 
feeling chaotic.

✓ will help me when 
.

✓ will help me when 
.



I can talk to... When I am...

My Support System



My Affirmations
These are my affirmations:

Need a few ideas? Here are a few to get you started…

Taking time for myself is of the highest importance.

It is important to take care of myself before I take care of others.

Self care supports my entire body, mind, and soul.

Peace, love, and joy fill every moment of my life.

I am healthy, whole, and happy when I care for myself.

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓



For the Month of: 

Self Care Plan

Priorities:

Goal:

Focus for This Month:

Nutrition
Mental Health
Physical Activity
Rest/Sleep
Spirituality

Family
Friends
Career
Finances
Reducing Anxiety

Stress Reduction
Boundaries
Creativity
Other 
Other 



Notes:

What to do when I have had a bad day and get off track:

Self Care Plan



Self Care Checklist

Drink pure, clean water
Eat nourishing food
Take vitamins and/or supplements (if needed)
Plan meals
Minimize caffeine
Reduce or remove sugar
Reduce alcohol intake
Quit smoking
Try a new recipe

Shower or bathe
Put on clean clothes
Floss
Brush teeth
Wash face
Brush or comb hair
Apply aluminum-free deodorant
Shave
Clean and/or trim fingernails

Nutrition

Hygiene



Recognize hard work
Meditate or visualize
Turn off the electronics
Choose a goal on which to focus
Challenge negative thoughts
Take time to do something fun
Step away from social media
Practice gratitude
Listen to something encouraging

Get up and move
Practice breathing techniques
Do some gentle stretching
Go outside
Get quality sleep
Smile and laugh
Apply high-quality lotion
Take a walk
Do some easy yoga

Mind

Body

Self Care Checklist



Social

Personal Environment

Make the bed and tidy the bedroom
Wash, dry, and put away the dishes
Buy pretty flowers, and display them in a nice vase
Put away unused appliances
Vacuum/sweep floors, including the tops of baseboards
Do laundry
Remove and toss expired food from the refrigerator
Donate unworn clothes and unused items
Toss old papers, magazines, receipts, coupons, etc.

Call someone not contacted recently
Write a letter to a friend
Mail a card to someone
Go for a walk with a neighbor
Hug a loved one
Play with a furry critter
Engage in play with a pal
Play a board game with someone
Smile at a stranger

Self Care Checklist



Self Care Assessment

The Self Care Assessment can help you see where you are in your self 

care journey. As you gain more awareness of where you are now, things 

will become clearer to you, and you can figure out where you want to 

go. The more you know and understand your current situation, the 

easier it will be to reach your goals.

Think about your lifestyle, routines, and habits, and take this quick 

assessment to see where you stand with your self care.

For each statement, place a checkmark in any one of the columns 

marked 1 through 5, where 1 means you do a great job and 5 means 

you could use a major improvement.



1 2 3 4 5

I take time to practice self care.

My diet consists of whole, nutritious food 
80% or more of the time.

My intake of caffeine and sugar are minimal.

I avoid chemicals in my beauty and household 
cleaning products.

I drink lots of water every day.

I get 7 - 9 hours of restful sleep each night.

I sleep in total darkness, even if I have to 
wear an eye mask.

There are no electronics in my bedroom 
when I am sleeping.

I feel well rested, energetic, and vibrant.

I feel good in the clothes I wear.

Self Care Assessment



1 2 3 4 5

I feel good about how my body looks.

Movement is a part of my life (exercise, 
walking, etc.).

I care for my medical problems when they 
arise.

I listen to what my body is telling me.

I take time each day to be still and quiet my 
mind.

I am able to say, “No,” to things I really do not 
want to do.

I try to reduce stress in my life as much as 
possible.

I have healthy ways to cope with problems 
(journaling, talking to someone, etc.).

I have meaningful and supportive 
relationships with my loved ones.

I participate in community activities that I 
enjoy.

Self Care Assessment



20 - 28: Wow! You are doing an awesome job! Keep up the great work 

maintaining your remarkable self care! Try to shake up your routine a 

little by adding even more self care activities to what you currently do.

29 - 56: Now is a great time to focus on your self care routine. Pay 

attention to what your body, mind, and/or soul are telling you, and give 

them what they need. Mentally scan your body by starting at the top of 

your head and working down to your feet. Notice where you might 

need some extra attention. This might be getting a neck or back 

massage, noticing your hunger, or even buying more supportive shoes 

for your sore feet.

57+: It is imperative that you set up a self care routine that makes you 

feel great! Take good care of your body, mind, and soul because when 

you nurture all of those things, you will feel much, much better. Go for a 

walk or some other activity you find enjoyable. Get in touch with your 

emotions by keeping a journal or talking to a trusted friend or coach. Do 

something kind for yourself (even if it is just one thing) right NOW!

Self Care Assessment



After you finish the Self Care Assessment and total your score, you will 

have a better idea of the areas of self care where you might be lacking. 

You can use this assessment as a way to check in with yourself monthly, 

weekly, or even daily to evaluate where you might want to make 

adjustments to your routines.

Celebrate your wins, no matter how small they may seem. However, try 

not to be discouraged if you slide back into old habits. Whenever you 

are moving toward a goal, it is common to backslide at times. It is okay 

and does not make you a bad person. Pick yourself up, dust yourself off, 

and begin moving forward once again.

You can do this! :)

Self Care Assessment



Daily Reflection



The Color of My Moods

How to use The Color of My Moods:

✓ Choose several moods from the “Moods List”, or write your own in 

the spaces provided.

✓ Write those moods in the “My Moods” section. (Note: It is not 

necessary to fill up all the spaces. Only choose moods that pertain to 

you.)

✓ Choose a color for each mood you wrote.

✓ Color in the circle next to each mood with the color you want 

associated with that mood.

✓ Go to the “Daily Moods at a Glance” section. Write in the current 

month. For each day of the month, color in the numbered circle with 

the color from your corresponding mood from the “My Moods” 

section. (Note: You might experience several moods per day. If this 

happens, choose the mood you experienced the longest for that day.)

✓ Fun Assignment: You can even draw a face in the circle. For example, 

if you were happy, draw a smiley face; if you were sad, draw a frowny 

face.

When you track your moods this way, you can start to see trends in how 
you feel. If those moods are primarily negative, then you can see where 
you might want to make adjustments to your self care routine to 
support more positive moods and emotions. If those moods are 
primarily positive, then you can see what you can do to elevate those 
moods even higher.



How to use The Color of My Moods:

✓ Choose several moods from the “Moods List”, or write your own in 

the spaces provided.

✓ Write those moods in the “My Moods” section. (Note: It is not 

necessary to fill up all the spaces. Only choose moods that pertain to 

you.)

✓ Choose a color for each mood you wrote.

✓ Color in the circle next to the each mood with the color you want 

associated with that mood.

✓ Go to the “Daily Moods at a Glance” section. Write in the current 

year. For each day of the year, color in the circle with the color from 

your corresponding mood from the “My Moods” section. (Note: You 

might experience several moods per day. If this happens, choose the 

mood you experienced the longest for that day.)

When you track your moods this way, you can start to see trends in how 

you feel. If those moods are primarily negative, then you can see where 

you might want to make adjustments to your self care routine to 

support more positive moods and emotions. If those moods are 

primarily positive, then you can see what you can do to elevate those 

moods even higher.

The Color of My Moods



Annoyed

Angry

Anxious

Arrogant

Benevolent

Bored

Brave

Calm/Relaxed

Comfortable

Compassionate

Confident

Confused

Content

Cool

Depressed

Disappointed

Discontented

Choose several moods from this list, or write your own in the spaces 

provided. Then write those moods in the “My Moods” section.

Discouraged

Disempowered

Doubtful

Embarrassed

Empowered

Energetic

Envious

Excited

Focused

Free

Friendly

Frustrated

Generous

Glad

Goofy

Grateful/Thankful

Greedy

Grievous

Guilty

Happy

Hopeful

Humble

Hurt

Impatient

Important

Insecure

Irritated

Jealous

Joyful

Kind

Light

Lonely

Loving/Loved

Melancholy

Moods List

The Color of My Moods



Naughty

Nervous

Overwhelmed

Passionate

Patient

Peaceful

Pessimistic

Positive/Optimistic

Powerful

Powerless

Proud

Raging

Relieved

Regretful

Remorseful

Resentful

Rushed

Restless

Rushed

Sad/Unhappy

Scared

Secure

Serene

Shameful

Shy

Sick/Ill

Silly

Sleepy

Sorrowful

Stressed

Surprised

Suspicious

Tired

Tough

Uncomfortable

Uneasy

Vengeful

Weak

Worried

Moods List Continued

The Color of My Moods



My Moods

The Color of My Moods



Daily Moods at a Glance

For the Month of: 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

9 10 1
1

1
2

1
3

1
4

1
5

1
6

1
7

1
8

1
9

20 2
1

22 23 24

25 26 27 28 29 30 3
1

The Color of My Moods



Daily Moods at a Glance

For the Year of: 

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

10
1
1

20

30
3
1

1
21
31
41
51
61
71
81
9
2
122
23
24
25
26
27
28
29

J F M A M J J A S O N D

The Color of My Moods



Hearts of Gratitude

On each heart, write one thing for which you are grateful, and color the 

hearts when you are finished.



Meal Planner

Meal planning is one of the top ways you can support your self care, but 

it is often something that is overlooked.

Meal planning can help you in those times when you are feeling rushed 

or tired. With a plan, you can make better choices because you do not 

have to think about what and when you are going to eat.

When you make those better choices and eat foods that are full of 

nutrients, you support your body in incredible ways. This helps you to 

not only boost your mood but to look better, too.

Furthermore, a meal plan can help you see where you might be lacking 

in certain areas (i.e.: Are you getting enough vegetables?) and can help 

you to identify potential food sensitivities which can be detrimental to 

how you feel.



Meal Planning Tips

✓ Prep Grains and Produce in Advance: At the beginning of the week, 

prepare a large pot of grains. Wash and cut produce. Portion 

everything out so it is ready to grab when you need it.

✓ Utilize Leftovers: If you are planning your meals for one week and 

eat three meals per day, then you will need twenty-one meals per 

week. It can feel overwhelming to come up with that many meals, so 

use the power of leftovers.

✓ Use Recipes: Chances are you have a collection of recipes. Whether 

you do or not, you can find lots of recipes and inspiration online. You 

can ask family and friends for their favorites. Beware, however, when 

you choose your recipe that it does not include exotic ingredients 

that you will only use once. Either find out if you can substitute the 

ingredient for one you typically use, or be sure to use that ingredient 

before it spoils. Another helpful tip is to choose recipes that use 

similar ingredients. This way your planning can be budget friendly.

✓ Use and Reuse Recipes: Do not be afraid to repeat recipes. Not only 

does this make the process less stressful, it helps to cut down on 

wasted ingredients, and you can even buy some products in bulk, 

which helps to save money.

Meal Planner



✓ Make a List, and Check It Twice:  Before going to the grocery store, 

make a list of everything you need, and double check the list before 

you head out. At the store, stick to only what is on the list. Those 

cookies might look good on the shelf, but they will not help you reach 

your self care goals.

✓ Eat Before Shopping: When you eat before shopping, you will 

severely cut back on impulse buys. Things that might look delicious 

when you are hungry might not look so appealing when you are 

perfectly content with your hunger level.

✓ Use a Reusable Shopping List: Make a checklist of things you use all 

the time, and break it down into sections. You might include sections, 

such as: spices, oils, grains, produce, etc. You can even include a 

section for specialty ingredients—those things you do not use all of 

the time but might want for a special meal.

✓ Have a Back Up Plan: Some days you might have a fabulous meal 

planned but find you have to unexpectedly work late, causing you to 

not have time to make the meal you had planned. Keep some quick-

to-prepare meals on hand, or freeze leftovers for those times when 

your schedule prevents you from sticking to your plan.

Meal Planner



✓ Only Eat When You Are Hungry: If you have a meal planned but are 

just not hungry, do not eat the meal simply because it is scheduled. 

Wait until you are hungry, and eat it then.

✓ Stop Eating When You Are Full: If you have a meal planned but 

cannot eat everything you planned, do not force it down. Save it for 

another time when you are hungry. Also, there might be times when 

it tastes so good that you are tempted to just keep eating, but do not 

do this, as it will not serve you well.

✓ Plan Your Meal When Eating Out, Too: Just about every restaurant 

posts its menu online. When planning to eat out, go to the website of 

the restaurant, and plan what you are going to eat. Many places are 

happy to accommodate special requests, so if the broccoli you 

wanted says it is covered in butter sauce, ask for it plain or with the 

sauce on the side.

✓ Eat Out With Caution: Beware that some restaurants do not list all 

the ingredients in a dish on their menus. Be sure to ask questions, 

and get a manager if your server seems unsure or is having difficulty 

answering your questions.

✓ Forget Perfectionism: There will be times when you just cannot stick 

to your plan and you forgot to prepare a backup meal. It is okay. Just 

do the best you can, and get back on track with your very next meal.

Meal Planner



Breakfast Lunch Dinner Snack(s)

Sunday

Monday

Tuesday

Wednesday

Thursday

Friday

Saturday

For the Week of: 

Meal Planner



Supplement Tracker

Supplement Dosage Morning Noon Night



Sleep Tracker

Did not sleep

Less than 4 hours

4 – 5 hours

5 – 6 hours

6 – 7 hours

7 - 8 hours

✓ Choose a color for each level of sleep.
✓ Color in the circle next to the each level of sleep with the color you 

want associated with that level.
✓ For each day, color in the circle with the color from your 

corresponding sleep level chart.

8 - 9 hours

9 - 10 hours

More than 10 hours

For the Month of: 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

9 10 1
1

1
2

1
3

1
4

1
5

1
6

1
7

1
8

1
9

20 2
1

22 23 24

25 26 27 28 29 30 3
1



For the Year of: 

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

10
1
1

20

30
3
1

1
21
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41
51
61
71
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9
2
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J F M A M J J A S O N D

Did not sleep

Less than 4 hours

4 – 5 hours

5 – 6 hours

6 – 7 hours

7 - 8 hours

8 - 9 hours

9 - 10 hours

More than 10 hours

✓ Choose a color for each level of 
sleep.

✓ Color in the circle next to the 
each level of sleep with the color 
you want associated with that 
level.

✓ For each day, color in the circle 
with the color from your 
corresponding sleep level chart.

Sleep Tracker



Hydration Log

Drinking pure, clean water will help you on so many levels, so make sure 

you are getting enough.

To figure out how much daily water intake is ideal for your particular 

situation, divide your weight by two. This is the number of ounces of 

water to drink in one day. (For example: If you weigh 150 pounds, divide 

that number by two. The result is 75, so drink at least 75 ounces of 

water per day.)

Use the chart on the next page to help keep track of how much water 

you are consuming. Color in one water droplet for every 8 ounces of 

water you drink per day.



Hydration Log

Sunday

Monday

Tuesday

Wednesday

Thursday

Friday

Saturday

For the Week of: 



Exercise Log

Steps Cardio Aerobic Other

Sunday

Monday

Tuesday

Wednesday

Thursday

Friday

Saturday

For the Week of: 



My Sacred Space

It is helpful to have a private space that belongs to you and no one else. 

Ideally, it is a quiet place where you can go to meditate, reflect, read, or 

just be. It can be as simple as a corner in your home or something as 

elaborate as an entire room decorated with symbols and belongings 

that are meaningful to you.

Do you have a sacred space?

If yes:

Where is it?

How does it make you feel?

How is your space decorated?

What do you do in your sacred space?

What changes, if any, do you want to make to your space?

If no:

Where could you create one?

How would it make you feel?

How would you decorate your space?

What would you do in your sacred space?

Yes No



Changing My Habits

What is the habit?

Why do I want to change this habit?

Why is changing this habit important to me?

How motivated am I to change this habit?

What will I do when I want to give up or it seems too hard?

What will I reward will I give myself when I change this habit?



Worry Page

I am worried about

What I can do about it is



Resolving Conflict

What is the situation?

How do I feel about it?

What do I want to do about it?

What do I think I should do about it?

What do I think I will do about it and when will I do it?



Reducing My Anxiety

What is the situation?

What is the worst thing that could happen?

What is the best thing that could happen?

What is the most likely thing to happen?





Notes:



Notes



Self care

is giving the world

the best of you,

instead of

what’s left of you.

Katie Reed



Taking care of myself

doesn’t mean,

“me first.”

It means,

“me, too.”

L.R. Knost



Self care

is how

you take

your

power back.

Lalah Delia



Have you

told you

lately that

you

love you?



Be gentle

with yourself.

You are

doing the

best you can.













45 Ways To Chill

✓ Take a hot bath infused with essential oils, like rose or lavender.

✓ Light your favorite scented candle.

✓ Listen to uplifting music, and dance to it.

✓ Take a quick nap.

✓ Hang out next to the ocean, a lake, a stream, or a pond.

✓ Watch the clouds pass by.

✓ Gaze at the stars.

✓ Do some relaxing yoga, like “Child’s Pose” or “Legs up the Wall.”

✓ Let out a deep sigh.

✓ Go fly a kite.

✓ Write a letter to anyone.

✓ Read an inspiring book.

✓ Listen to a guided meditation.

✓ Spend time in nature.

✓ Do gentle stretching exercises.

✓ Take several deep breaths.

✓ Be silent.

✓ Call a friend you have not contacted in a while.

✓ Laugh out loud.

✓ Write in a journal.

✓ Focus on your body, and notice how each part feels.

✓ Buy some pretty flowers, and arrange them in a nice vase.

✓ Sniff your favorite scent.



45 Ways To Chill

✓ Go for a walk outside.

✓ Make something creative.

✓ Ride a bike.

✓ Engage in play.

✓ Observe your thoughts.

✓ Eat a meal in silence.

✓ Turn off and unplug all electronics.

✓ Go to a park.

✓ Spend some time with a furry critter.

✓ Examine an every day object with fresh eyes.

✓ Drive somewhere new.

✓ Wear clothes that make you feel good.

✓ Forgive someone.

✓ Read or watch something funny.

✓ Color with crayons, and even go outside the lines.

✓ Mail a card to someone.

✓ Let go of something.

✓ Do small acts of kindness.

✓ Do some gentle stretches.

✓ Participate in a fun physical activity.

✓ Schedule a lunch or dinner date with a friend.

✓ Stop, and be thankful.



20 Ways To Meditate

It is a good idea to make meditation a part of your daily self care 

routine.

Why?

Because meditation can:

✓ Reduce stress and anxiety,

✓ Increase your focus,

✓ Increase your sense of personal fulfillment,

✓ Bring more joy and pleasure into your life,

✓ Increase your emotional well-being,

✓ Improve your sleep,

✓ Decrease your blood pressure, and

✓ Much more.

In the past, if you have ever tried to meditate in the traditional way by 

clearing your mind but were just not able to do it, you might be 

surprised to learn that mind clearing is not the only way to meditate. In 

fact, meditation is pretty easy once you find your own meditation style.

Here are 20 easy ways to meditate. Find the one that is right for you, 

and try to practice it daily. If you find multiple ways that work for you, 

great! Then try a different style each day.



20 Ways To Meditate

✓ Concentrating on a single word and repeating it

✓ Knitting, crocheting, or pursuing other hobbies

✓ Playing an instrument

✓ Coloring with crayons or colored pencils

✓ Mentally scanning your body

✓ Listening to a guided meditation

✓ Journaling

✓ Visualizing

✓ Reflecting

✓ Deep breathing

✓ Practicing general mindfulness

✓ Reading

✓ Doing gentle stretching

✓ Doing easy yoga poses

✓ Listening to music

✓ Singing

✓ Walking

✓ Playing

✓ Focusing on a single object, like a candle, symbol, or waterfall

✓ Sitting, being still, and paying attention to your thoughts


